Gaggle Cops Tech’s 114th Managing Board

Security was tight outside The Tech offices on Saturday afternoon. State Department agents and CIA operatives stood guard outside Chairman Matthew H. "182 Countries, 182 Calendars" Hersch ’94 returned to The Tech for the election of its 114th Managing Board. Hersch had been living in hiding since a death sentence was issued for him by the government of Singapore for a column he wrote about Kerberos tickets expired. Moving only when his Kerberos tickets expired, Hersch has arranged to completely digitize his life and sleep only on the rising edge of the clock.

Moy has arranged to completely digitize his life and sleep only on the rising edge of the clock. The board remained mired in a foreign policy quagmire as it considered candidates with strong ties to Ireland and Hong Kong to be Hynton’s successor. Evidently the board felt recent developments in Ulster signaled greater stability there than in soon-to-be-Chinese Hong Kong, and thus elected Jeremy “already on my second beer” Hynton ’94. Hynton promised to focus more on U2 and Guinness and leave editorial duties to the new Editor in Chief Eva “squeezed box” May ’95.

The election of the Executive Board drew to a close, the security perimeter was breached by U.S. Finance Board officers trying to smuggle secret Bush funds into The Tech offices. Concerned about the long-term safety of Hersch and the possibility of IRA bombing attacks, the Board elected CIA operative Hynon Sosa “secret agent” Kim ’96, disguising her as a news editor. Kim promised to maintain her cover by regularly news editing issues.

Rounding out the East Asian power ring, Michelle "Freezeth" Sonu ’96 brought Korea into the Security Council of The Tech as Managing Editor. As the Board discussed Sonu’s willingness to slaver in the production shop, Hersch displayed the literary and poetic prowess he has developed in hiding, sending Sonu into the garage of eternal peril.

As the meeting drug on a cruel malnourishment, the Managing Board considered supplicants to enter the Wasteland of The Tech, the land of Contributing Editors.

The Tech, the land of Contributing Editors. Recently freed from the shackles of assistant news citizenship, Eric "Master" Richard ’96 was granted entrance, along with Hersch and "General" Yeh ’94. Lee, who suffered a crushing defeat at money forces at the Battle of Rainbow Photos, was rewarded for his bravery with an honorable discharge from the position of Photography Editor. Rounding out the entrance into the Wasteland, Vipul "Speedy" Bhasha ’96 was elected Senior Editor.

Finally, the Board elected its old-but-not-yet-senile Advisory Board members, who always give news editing issues.

As the meeting drug on a cruel malnourishment, the Managing Board considered supplicants to enter the Wasteland of The Tech, the land of Contributing Editors.

Contemplating the phrase "service" the Board decided to award it to you at the arts desk will be J. Michael "pick a name" Andreasen ’94. Andreasen could not be present, but was instead channeled his presence through Hynton.

Fleeting the position of sports editor, with the spirit of a fresh spring zephyr, Ann "Ann’s street" ’94 was elected art editor. Joining her at the arts desk will be J. Michael "pick a name" Andreasen ’94. Andreasen could not be present, but was instead channeled his presence through Hynton.

Also absent from the meeting was Photography Editor Josh "My long is bigger than yours" Hartmann ’93. Hartmann, who was nobly hobbled with James Russell Wiggin "mit.edu" and Katherine Graham, was re-elected to a solo term as Opinion Editor.

Prepping "Horse" Sreekantanah ’95 was elected to the post of Advertising Manager, largely because of his promise giving Hewlett-Packard and IBM the student discount rate. Sreekantanah, though, sent shivers running down the spines of Tech softball aficionados when he suggested that the Wild Turkeys enter a summer cricket league.

As the meeting drug on a cruel malnourishment, the Managing Board considered supplicants to enter the Wasteland of The Tech, the land of Contributing Editors.
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Looks like a Vivarin night.
It’s 10 PM. You’ve crammed for finals all week. Took two today. And now you’ve got to pack an entire semester’s worth of Philosophy into one take-home exam, in one night. But how do you stay awake when you’re totally wiped? Revive with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, Vivarin helps you keep awake and mentally alert for hours. So when you have pen in hand, but sleep on the brain, make it a Vivarin night!

PHILOSOPHY 101 Take-Home Exam Compare and contrast the dialectic of phenomenology as revealed in the work of Hegel, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. (Use additional blue books as necessary.)

VIVARIN
for fast pick up - safe as coffee
Revive with VIVARIN.
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